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Elastic Bloom Filter: Deletable and Expandable
Filter Using Elastic Fingerprints

Yuhan Wu, Jintao He, Shen Yan, Jianyu Wu, Tong Yang, Olivier Ruas, Gong Zhang, Bin Cui

Abstract—The Bloom filter, answering whether an item is in a set, has achieved great success in various fields, including networking,
databases, and bioinformatics. However, the Bloom filter has two main shortcomings: no support of item deletion and no support of
expansion. Existing solutions either support deletion at the cost of using additional memory, or support expansion at the cost of
increasing the false positive rate and decreasing the query speed. Unlike existing solutions, we propose the Elastic Bloom filter (EBF)
to address the two shortcomings simultaneously. Importantly, when EBF expands, the false positives decrease. Our key technique is
Elastic Fingerprints, which dynamically absorb and release bits during compression and expansion. To support deletion, EBF can
first delete the corresponding fingerprint and then update the corresponding bit in the Bloom filter. To support expansion, Elastic
Fingerprints release bits and insert them to the Bloom filter. Our experimental results show that the Elastic Bloom filter significantly
outperforms existing works.

Index Terms—Bloom filter, Elastic Bloom filter, Elastic Fingerprints, Bloom filter expansion
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Bloom filter [7], a highly compact probabilistic repre-
sentation of a set, is used to answer whether a particular
item is in the set. A standard Bloom filter is a bit array
along with k hash functions. The hash functions are used
to map each item into k positions/bits in the array, and we
call them the k mapped bits. An element is inserted by setting
its k mapped bits to 1 while querying the presence of an
element is done by checking if all the k mapped bits are
set to 1. The main advantages of Bloom filters are: (i) small
memory footprint, (ii) fast and constant speed of queries
and updates, (iii) no false negatives, small and tunable false
positive rate. Due to these advantages, the Bloom filter and
its variants have been widely used in a great many fields,
such as real-time systems [27], computer architectures [23],
neural network [17], IP lookups [10], [20], [26], [37], web
caching [13], [25], Internet measurement [11], [19], overlay
networks [18], packet classification [42], regular expression
matching [9] , multicast [35], queue management [8], routing
[34], [39], P2P networks [22], [33], data center networks [43],
cloud computing [29], and more [16], [31], [41].

However, the Bloom filter suffers from two main draw-
backs: they are not deletable nor expandable. More specif-
ically, 1) once an item has been inserted into the standard
Bloom filter, the item cannot be directly deleted; 2) once a
set has been inserted into the Bloom filter, it is impossible
to construct a larger Bloom filter representing the same
set without extra information. In many applications, the
Bloom filter is the best choice. However, these applications
inevitably suffer from the aforementioned drawbacks as
discussed in the following examples:
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• Black lists. The Bloom filter is used to store a black list to
prevent threats such as DDoS attack [30] and amplification
attack [36]. However, when an IP address is queried, even
if the IP address is legal, the result might be a false positive
and the IP address is regarded it as malicious. To solve the
problem, a white list can be set up to store those friendly
addresses. In practice, the elements of both lists might
change and the lists should be deletable and adjustable.

• MAC address lookup. Each switch has a MAC address
table. The table has a large number of entries and each
entry can be considered as a Key-Value pair. The key is the
destination MAC address and the value is the outgoing
port. One Bloom filter is built for all MAC addresses with
the same outgoing port [43]. The size of MAC address
table dynamically changes, and could increase a lot.

• Multicast routing. Multicast routing is the routing of IP
multicast datagrams. The Bloom filter is used to compress
a Multicast forwarding table for each outgoing interface in
the switch [32]. The Bloom filter in each outgoing interface
is used to determine whether to forward an incoming
packet or not. The member of an interface will join and
leave the forwarding tables. The size of forwarding table
changes dynamically and is unknown in advance, and the
size of a forwarding table could be quite large.

• Longest prefix matching (LPM). The LPM is part of the
rule of Internet Protocol (IP) routing. The LPM is to find
an address with the largest number of same leading bits.
For LPM, the Bloom filter is used [10] to determine the
length of the matching prefix. The candidates of the LPM,
the entries containing addresses, change dynamically and
the number of candidates can be enormous.

The above examples require the Bloom filter to support item
deletion and expansion. In summary, when Bloom filters are
used for representing dynamic sets, deletion and expansion
are often indispensable.

Some existing works focus on addressing one of the
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above two shortcomings of Bloom filters, but none of them
can address both shortcomings at the same time without
sacrificing the query efficiency. To support item deletions,
the counting Bloom filter (CBF) [13] stores counters in-
stead of bits in the Bloom filter. A common approach is
to maintain a counting Bloom filter in slow memory to
support the deletion of members and a Bloom filter in fast
memory to support fast queries. But the second shortcoming
of expansion cannot be addressed by using CBF. To support
expansion, Scalable Bloom filters [40] and Dynamic Bloom
filters [14], [38] append a new empty Bloom filter at the end
of the the old structure repeatedly. The optimized Dynamic
Bloom filter [15] replaces each Bloom filter with a counting
Bloom filter to support item deletion. The overhead of these
solutions is that the query time and the false positive rate
are persistently increasing along with the number of new
Bloom filters. In contrast, the design goal of this paper
is to address the two shortcomings of the Bloom filter
simultaneously with neither additional query overhead nor
additional accuracy loss.

In this paper, we propose a novel data structure, namely
the Elastic Bloom filter (EBF), that overcomes the above two
shortcomings at the same time. EBF is an extension of the
standard Bloom filter that supports both item deletion and
expansion. Contrary to the Dynamic Bloom filters whose
expansion will increase the false positive rate, the expansion
of the EBF can significantly reduce its false positive rate.

The key technique of the EBF is called Elastic Finger-
prints. EBF consists of a standard Bloom filter and an elastic
fingerprint array. To expand the Bloom filter, we first cut
one bit from each fingerprint, and appropriately combine
the Bloom filter and the cut bits into a larger Bloom filter.
To compress the Bloom filter, some bits of the Bloom filter
are to be lost, while we append these lost bits to the elastic
fingerprints. In other words, EBF dynamically moves bits
between the fingerprint array and the Bloom filter during
expansion and compression. For deletion, we first delete
fingerprints from the fingerprint array, and then determine
which bits in the Bloom filter should be cleared. Further, we
propose two optimization methods namely lazy update and
bucket tree in Section 3.3. We have open-sourced all code at
GitHub [2].

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Standard Bloom filter
The Bloom filter is a highly compact probabilistic represen-
tation of a set and it answers whether a queried item is in
the set. Let U = {e1, .., en} be the universal set of items, and
S ⊂ U a subset of U . A Bloom filter of S is to test whether
a given item e ∈ U belongs to S. In practice, the set S is the
result of successive insertions and deletions of items. In that
context, an item e is in S if it has been inserted in S and has
not been removed from it.

A Bloom filter is a bit arrayA of sizem along with k hash
functions (hi)i=1,..,k. The hash functions map the items of
U to bits of A: ∀i ∈ [1, k],∀e ∈ U, hi(e) ∈ [0,m). An empty
Bloom filter has all its bits set to 0.
Insertion: To insert an item e to the filter, we compute all its
hashes by the hash functions and set the mapped bits to 1:
∀i ∈ [1, k], A[hi(e)]← 1

Query: To check whether an item e has been inserted
into S, we check whether all its mapped bits in A are 1:
∧ki=1hi(e) == 1. The queries do not cause false negatives
but some false positives may occur. For a Bloom filter of
size m with k hash functions and in which n different
items have been inserted, the false positive rate (FPR) [7]
is δ = (1 − [1 − 1

m ]kn)k ≈ (1 − e
−kn
m )k. Note that the

standard Bloom filter does not support item deletion and
its size never changes.

2.2 Related Work
The Bloom filter [7], [24] is widely used because of its three
main advantages: 1) memory efficient; 2) fast to query and
update; and 3) no false negatives. Many variants of the
Bloom filter have been designed to improve its performance.
In this paper, we only focus on the variants about its
expansion and deletionand analyze them from the aspect
of the above three main advantages. In order to support
item deletion, the Counting Bloom filter (CBF) [13] replacing
each bit by a counter. When inserting an item, its mapped
counters are increased. Similarly, its mapped counters are
decreased when removing an item. This additional feature
comes at an important memory overhead. A. Pagh, R. Pagh
& S. S. Rao [28] and B. Fan et al. [12] also implemented
the item deletion at a lower cost. Unfortunately, those ap-
proaches do not allow expansion, the number of inserted
items must be known in advance.

In order to support the dynamic set well, Scalable Bloom
filters [40] and Dynamic Bloom filters (DBF) [14], [38] pro-
vide an adaptable size to the Bloom filter. Once a Bloom
filter is considered to be full, i.e. its estimated false positive
rate is higher than a given threshold, a new Bloom filter is
appended. While DBF adds similar Bloom filters, Scalable
Bloom filters append filters with larger sizes to have better
control over the false positive rate. Unfortunately, it results
in higher response time for queries, as the items should be
queried successively in several Bloom filters. Also, DBF and
Scalable Bloom filters suffer from the same shortcoming as
the standard Bloom filter: they do not support item deletion.

The optimized Dynamic Bloom filter [15] and its variant
Par-BF [21] replace each Bloom filter of DBF with a CBF
to support item deletion. Therefore, they can support both
item deletion and expansion. However, they still suffer from
the linearly increasing query time and false positives, which
is hardly acceptable for query-oriented scenarios, including
the four scenarios introduced in Section 1.

3 ELASTIC BLOOM FILTER
3.1 Structure
The Elastic Bloom filter consists of two parts, a standard
Bloom filter, and a cooperative bucket array. The Bloom filter
is stored in the fast memory to provide fast queries while the
cooperative bucket array, used for expansion, is stored in the
slow memory. The standard Bloom filter is an array with m
bits. And the cooperative bucket array is an array containing
m buckets. Every bit in the Bloom filter is associated to the
bucket with the same index in the bucket array. We use k
independent hash functions. Each hash function hashes the
item into aw-bit hash number. We use uniform random hash
functions: the output numbers are uniformly distributed in
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the range [0, 2w). The hash number is separated into two
distinct parts by dividing it by m: the quotient and the
remainder. The index of an item in the Bloom filter is the
remainder while the quotient, named the Elastic Fingerprint,
is stored in the cooperative bucket associated with the index.
Each bucket can store D Elastic Fingerprints.
Notations: Let A denote the bit array and B denote the
cooperative bucket array. They both have a size m. The k
hash functions (hi)i∈[1,k] hash item e into a pair (Fp, Index)i
where Fp is the fingerprint in the range

[
0,
⌊
2w

m

⌋)
and Index

is the index in the range [0,m).

1 0 1 0
Fast memory:
Bloom filter

1000 0111
0101

Slow memory:
the cooperative 
bucket array

𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝟏𝟏(𝒆𝒆)=011110

Insert element e 𝒇𝒇𝒑𝒑 𝑰𝑰𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒆𝒏𝒏

Store 𝒇𝒇𝒑𝒑 Address by 𝑰𝑰𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒆𝒏𝒏

Fig. 1: Insertion of the Elastic Bloom filter. The Bloom filter size m = 4,
the length of hash functions w = 6 and number of hash functions
k = 1. When inserting an item e, we first calculate its binary hash
number 0111102 by h1. Next, we divide the hash number by m to get
the Fp = 01112 and Index = 102. Then, we set A[102] to 1 in the Bloom
filter and insert the fingerprint 01112 into bucket B[102].

1 0 1 0
Fast memory:
Bloom filter

1000 0111

0101

Slow memory:
the cooperative 
bucket array

100 010 011

old memory

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Expansion 
new memory

Delete element e 𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝟏𝟏(𝒆𝒆)=011110
𝒇𝒇𝒑𝒑 𝑰𝑰𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒆𝒏𝒏

Fig. 2: Expansion and deletion of the Elastic Bloom filter. The size of
the Bloom filter m = 4. We first allocate new memory for the new
structure and append the new structure to the end of the old structure.
We scan all the old buckets to reallocate all the fingerprints by their
lowest bits. The lowest bit of each fingerprint indicates whether it
should be moved to the new part (purple color) or keep its location
(green color). For example, 01012 in bucket B[0] is a fingerprint that
needs to be moved, it will be moved to bucket B[0 +m] = B[4]. Then
we update the Bloom filter by the bucket array. Set A[2] to 0 because
the bucket B[2] is empty. And set A[4], A[6] to 1 because the bucket
B[4], B[6] have fingerprints.
If we want to delete the item e which is inserted before, we should
calculate the Fp = 0112 and Index = 1102 based on the new Bloom
filter size in the same way as insertion. Then, we delete the Fp from
B[Index] and reset the corresponding bit in Bloom filter to 0 if the
bucket is empty.

3.2 Operations

We now introduce the operations of the EBF: item insertion,
item query, item deletion, the expansion of the EBF, and the
compression.

3.2.1 Insertion:
To insert an item e into the EBF, we first compute the hash
numbers using the k hash functions. We obtain k pairs
(Fp, Index)i. We set all the mapped bits of A to 1 and insert
the fingerprints to the associated buckets in B:

∀i ∈ [1, k], A[hi(e).Index]← 1

∀i ∈ [1, k], B[hi(e).Index]← hi(e).Fp

The updates of A and B can be done independently.
Fig. 1 shows the insertion of an item e into the EBF. If the
insertion operation insert an item that has been inserted,
we should check whether it has been inserted in order to
avoid duplicate fingerprints. Before we set all the mapped
bits of a to 1, we check whether there is any mapped bit
that is 0. If so, we directly insert the fingerprints into the
bucket, because it must have not been inserted. Otherwise,
we additionally check whether there is the same fingerprint
in every associated bucket. If so, we believe that the item is
a duplicate and we do not insert its fingerprints. Otherwise,
we just insert the fingerprints to the buckets.

3.2.2 Query:
To query whether an item e is in the EBF, we compute
all the hash indexes hi(e).Index and return true if all the
mapped bits in A are set to 1, false otherwise. The result
is ∧ki=1A[hi(e).Index]. There is no need to access the slow
memory so that we can achieve a high query speed.

3.2.3 Deletion:
To remove an item, we compute its hash indexes and fin-
gerprints, and then delete its fingerprints from the mapped
buckets. If a bucket becomes empty due to the deletion, its
corresponding bit in the Bloom filter is set to 0. Note that
only the deletion of a previously inserted item is allowed.

3.2.4 Expansion:
The Elastic Bloom filter expands automatically (Case 1)
when inserting a fingerprint into a full bucket or (Case 2)
when the ratio of 1 bits in the Bloom filter, namely Set Bit
Rate (SBR), is above a threshold Ω. In other words, the False
Positive Rate (FPR) is above a threshold ∆ = Ωk.

To expand our EBF, we double the allocated memory
space of both the Bloom filter in the fast memory and the
cooperative bucket array in the slow memory. The new
memory is appended to the existing EBF. All the new bits
are initiated to 0 and all the new buckets are empty. We now
spread the fingerprints in the old EBF around the two parts
of the new EBF. To do so, we scan the m buckets one by one
to reallocate all the fingerprints. For every pair (Fp, Index),
the hash number of it is Fp ∗m+ Index.

Now that the size is 2m after expansion, the new finger-
print should be the quotient by 2m, and the index should
be the new remainder. In other words, the lowest bit of
Fp determines its new position: if it is 0, the item should
remain in the same bucket B[Index], otherwise it should
be moved to bucket B[Index +m]. In both cases, the value
of the fingerprint is divided by two: Fp ← bFp/2c. After
reallocating all fingerprints, we update the Bloom filter: for
a given index i ∈ [0, 2m), if B[i] is empty, we set A[i] to 0.
Otherwise, we set A[i] to 1. Fig. 2 shows the expansion.

3
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3.2.5 Compression:
The compression is the inverse process of expansion. Sup-
pose that the EBF has m buckets, where m is an even
number. For each bucket B[i], i = 0, 1, . . . ,m/2, we merge
it with bucket B[i +m/2]. When merging the two buckets,
we append one bit to each fingerprint and store the new
fingerprint in the merged bucket. For the fingerprints from
bucket B[i], we append a zero bit (multiply the fingerprint
by 2). For the fingerprints from bucket B[i + m/2], we
append a bit of 1 (multiply the fingerprint by 2 and add
one). The EBF compresses automatically when the estimated
Set Bit Rate (SBR) is below a threshold 1

4Ω and it should not
cause bucket overflow.

3.3 Optimizations
3.3.1 Lazy update:
In network applications, the expanding operation should be
done as fast as possible to minimize the loss of packets.
The lazy update is an optimization to make the expanding
operation much faster. When expanding, the first thing we
do is to copy the old Bloom filter into the newly allocated
memory. In this way the query can be performed right away.

Then, instead of spreading the fingerprints around the
old and new memory, we simply copy the old bucket array
into the new one. Besides, we attach a sign bit to every
bucket. The sign bit, which is initialized to 0, indicates
whether the bucket and its corresponding bit in the Bloom
filter have been updated. If a bucket has been updated (e.g.,
reallocate all its fingerprints and renew the corresponding
bit in Bloom filter), the sign bit will be set to 1. We update
the buckets through two mechanisms in parallel: (i) the
scanning function that scans each bucket and updates them
and (ii) the updating with insertion function that updates
buckets whenever the buckets are accessed to add or remove
an item. When all the buckets have been updated, the
structure can support expansion once again.

3.3.2 Bucket trees:
To prevent the buckets from overflowing, we reorganize the
structure of the cooperative bucket array. The new structure
is a bucket tree: a two-level k-ary tree whose nodes are buck-
ets. Every bucket can store up to S fingerprints. There are
m buckets in level 1. The i-th bucket in level 1 is associated
to the b ik c-th bucket in level 2. When inserting a fingerprint,
we first attempt to insert it into the bucket in level 1. If
the bucket in level 1 is full, we insert it to the associated
bucket in level 2 and add dlog2(k)e bits at the beginning of
the fingerprint to indicate where the fingerprint is inserted
from. If the bucket in level 2 still overflows, we suspend the
insert operation and expand our structure instantly. When
expanding the structure, we try to pull the fingerprints in
level 2 back to level 1. After expansion, we try to insert the
item again.

3.4 Extra Operations
The main purpose of the Elastic Bloom filter is to pro-
vide deletion and expansion to the Bloom filter while still
providing both fast answers and a low false positive rate.
Additionally, EBF provides other operations without extra
overhead: (i) union, (ii) intersection, (iii) cardinality, and (iv)
accurate query.

Union of Elastic Bloom filters: Let two Elastic Bloom filters
ebf1 and ebf2 have the same initial size and hash functions.
The union of ebf1 and ebf2 is calculated by first expanding
both filters to the maximum of their sizes. Then, their buck-
ets (Bi)i∈[1,m] are merged by keeping all the fingerprints.
The bit of the standard Bloom filter A is set to 1 when its
corresponding bucket is not empty.
Intersection of Elastic Bloom filters: The intersection be-
tween two Elastic Bloom filters is calculated similarly as the
union: the only difference is that we take the intersection
of the fingerprints while merging two buckets. Note that a
fingerprint may be several times in the buckets.
Cardinality: We can know exactly how many items have been
inserted by counting the fingerprints. The insertion of every
item adds k fingerprints in total, so the total number of

inserted items is 1
k

m−1∑
i=0
|B[i]|.

Accurate Query: The Elastic Bloom filter can provide a more
accurate estimation at the expense of slower speed. The
accurate query first performs the standard query: given an
item e, we verify all the bits A[hi(e).Index]. If they are all
set to 1, we check the presence of the fingerprints in all
corresponding buckets:

k∧
i=1

hi(e).Fp ∈ B[hi(e).Index]

4 MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we provide a mathematical analysis of the
Elastic Bloom filter (EBF). First, in section 4.1, we focus on
the part of EBF in the fast memory, i.e., a standard Bloom
filter. Then, in section 4.2, we analyze the part of EBF in the
slow memory, i.e., a bucket array. Finally, We summarize
how to configure the parameters of EBF in Section 4.3.

4.1 The Performance of EBF in the Fast Memory
We show the properties of the fast memory part of EBF in
this section, including accuracy, space complexity, and time
complexity. The data structure of EBF in the fast memory
is exactly a standard Bloom filter and shares its properties.
For an EBF of size m with k hash functions in which n
different items have been inserted, the false positive rate
is δ = [1 − (1 − 1

m )kn]k ≈ (1 − e
−kn
m )k [7]. Conversely,

when we want to achieve a given false positive rate δ while
inserting n elements, the size of the filter should be at least
m = log2(e)n log2

(
1
δ

)
, and the optimal number of hash

functions is k∗ = ln(2)mn = O(ln
(
1
δ

)
). Therefore, the space

complexity of the fast memory part is O(n ln
(
1
δ

)
). The time

complexity of insertion/query/deletion is O(ln
(
1
δ

)
).

4.2 The Performance of EBF in the Slow Memory
We show the properties of the slow memory part of EBF (i.e.,
the cooperative bucket array), including space complexity
and time complexity. For space complexity, we show that

a small bucket size, for example O
(

ln(n ln( 1
δ ))

ln ln(n ln( 1
δ ))

)
, is suffi-

cient enough to ensure a high probability of not triggering
expansion. For time complexity, we show that applying
expansion and compression operations does not increase the
average time complexity, which is still O(ln

(
1
δ

)
) under our

EBF algorithm.
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First, we prove the following inequality:

Lemma 4.1. ∀b ∈ (0, 19 ), a > 4, and M ≥ a ln(b−0.5)
ln ln(b−0.5) , we have( a

M

)M
≤ b. (1)

Proof. ( a
M

)M
≤
(
a ln ln(b−0.5)

a ln(b−0.5)

)a ln(b−0.5)/ ln ln(b−0.5)

= e
−a ln(b−0.5)∗

(
1− ln ln ln(b−0.5)

ln ln(b−0.5)

)

= b
0.5a∗

(
1− ln ln ln(b−0.5)

ln ln(b−0.5)

)
≤ b0.25a ≤ b

Applying Lemma 4.1, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1. For an EBF of size m with k hash functions,
the space complexity of the bucket array should be at least
O
(
kn(ln(m)−ln(ε))
ln(ln(m)−ln(ε))

)
to ensure the probability of not triggering

expansion is at least 1 − ε when there are n distinct items in the
EBF. We set k = Θ(ln

(
1
δ

)
),m = Θ(kn), and ε = 1

m , then the

space complexity is O
(
n ln

(
1
δ

)
· ln(n ln( 1

δ ))
ln ln(n ln( 1

δ ))

)
.

Proof. The probability that bucket 1 receives at least M
fingerprints is at most(

kn

M

)(
1

m

)M
≤
(
nk
m

)M
M !

≤
(
enk
m

M

)M
. (2)

Applying the union bound, the probability that one of the
buckets in the bucket array receives at leastM fingerprints is
m
(kn
M

) (
1
m

)M
. Applying Lemma 4.1, where a = enk

m , b = ε
m ,

we conclude that, for M ≥ enk
m ·

ln((ε/m)−0.5)
ln ln((ε/m)−0.5) ,

m

(
kn

M

)(
1

m

)M
≤ m

(
enk
m

M

)M
≤ ε. (3)

Theorem 4.2. For any n insertion or deletion operations, the
time complexity is O(n ln

(
1
δ

)
).

Proof. For each insertion or deletion operation, without con-
sidering expansion or compression, the time complexity is
O
(
ln
(
1
δ

))
. So we only consider expansion/compression in

the following parts. For each expansion/compression, we
scan all buckets and move the fingerprints, so the time
complexity is O(m+nk) = O(n ln

(
1
δ

)
). To find out the total

time complexity, we will compute the time complexity of
expansion/compression caused by the change of SBR (Case
1), and the time complexity of expansion caused by bucket
overflow (Case 2), respectively.

For Case 1, suppose that the ith, i = 1, 2, . . . , t
expansion/compression (all triggered by Case 1) hap-
pens at the athi insertion/deletion, we will prove the
time complexity of the ith expansion/compression is
O
(
ln
(
1
δ

)
(athi − athi−1)

)
, and therefore the total complexity

is O
(∑t

i=1

[
ln
(
1
δ

)
(athi − athi−1)

])
= O(n ln

(
1
δ

)
). For i = 1,

athi−1 = 0 and the time complexity meets the requirement.

We have two equations ωi−1 = 1 − e
−ni−1k

mi−1 and ωi =

1 − e−
pni−1k

mi . We can derive that p = mi ln(1−ω1)
mi−1 ln(1−ω0)

, which
is a constant. As mi = 2mi−1 or mi =

1
2mi−1, we have p ∈

( 12 ,
5
8 ) ∪ (

8
5 , 2). Then, we have (1− p)ni + pni = pni−1, and

therefore ni =
p(ni−1−ni)

1−p ≤
∣∣∣ p
1−p

∣∣∣ (athi − athi−1) ≤ 8
3 (a

th
i −

athi−1). As the time complexity of expansion/compression is
O(n ln

(
1
δ

)
), we derive that the time complexity of the ith

expansion/compression is O
(
ln
(
1
δ

)
(athi − athi−1)

)
and the

total time complexity of Case 1 is O(n ln
(
1
δ

)
).

For Case 2, similarly, we will prove that the time
complexity of the expansion (Case 2) happens in range
athi−1 ∼ athi (where the ith expansion/compression trig-
gered by Case 1 happens at the athi insertion/deletion) is
O
(
ln
(
1
δ

)
(athi − athi−1)

)
, and therefore the total complexity is

O(n ln
(
1
δ

)
). For each insertion in range athi−1 ∼ athi , accord-

ing to Theorem 4.1, the probability that the insertion triggers
bucket overflow is smaller than ε = 1

m . Applying the union
bound, we get the time complexity of expansion (Case2)
is smaller than

∑∞
j=1

[
ε
2j (a

th
i − athi−1) ·O(ni ln

(
1
δ

)
)
]

=

O
(
ln
(
1
δ

)
(athi − athi−1)

)
, where j denotes the number of

consecutive triggers of expansion (Case 2).

4.3 EBF Parameter Configuration

We introduce how to configure the parameters of EBF. First,
we configure the EBF size m and the number of hash
functions k. If you want to achieve best accuracy with
least space, for the common set size n and the required
false positive rate δ, you can set m = log2(e)n log2

(
1
δ

)
and k = − log2(

1
δ ). But, in applications, we often choose a

smaller k (e.g., k = 4) to achieve a better processing speed.
Then m should be at least m = − kn

ln(1−δ
1
k )

and Next, we

configure the expansion threshold Ω = δ
1
k . We set ε = 1

m

and the bucket size D = enk
m ·

ln((ε/m)−0.5)
ln ln((ε/m)−0.5) . For hash value

length w, we set w to 32, because the space of the slow
memory (e.g., disk) is sufficient and the size of the Bloom
filter in the fast memory can be up to 512MB, which is
larger enough for many applications.

5 EXPERIMENT RESULT

5.1 Experiment Setup
5.1.1 Datasets

The following datasets are used in our experiments.

• CAIDA: As many papers [4], [5] do, we use anonymized
IP trace streams from CAIDA [3], and then identify each
flow of IP trace streams by the five-tuples.

• Distinct Stream: we use Distinct Stream, which consists
of random distinct elements, to test the worst case perfor-
mance of each algotirhm.

• IMC Data Center IP Trace: We use IP trace streams
collected by [6] to measure the performance of different
kinds of Bloom filters in data centers. Each flow of IP trace
streams is identified by the five-tuples.
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5.1.2 Implementation

We implement our algorithm in C++. The programs are
run on a server with 18-core CPU (36 threads, Intel CPU
i9-10980XE @3.00 GHz) and 128GB memory. In all experi-
ments, we use MurmurHash [1], a well-acknowledged hash
function, to calculate the hashing value of elements. We
compare our EBF with the Dynamic Bloom filter (DBF) [14],
partitioned BF (Par-BF) [21], the Scalable Bloom filter (SBF)
[40], and the Counting Bloom filter (CBF) [13]. The default
parameters of our experiment are listed in TABLE 1.

Hashnum Bucket size BF size (2k) W/WO Bucket
tree

5 8 15 W

Branches Dataset Expanding
threshold

3 Distinct Stream 0.2

TABLE 1: default experiment parameters

5.1.3 Evaluation Metrics and Key Parameters

• FPR (False Positive Rate): δ = n
m , where m denotes the

number of queried items that do not appear in the Bloom
filter and n denotes the number of items that are mistaken
as the items in the Bloom filter. We use FPR to evaluate the
accuracy of a Bloom filter.

• SBR (Set Bit Rate): ω = L
m , where m denotes the size of

our Bloom filter and L denotes the number of bits that are
set to 1 in the Bloom filter.

• Throughput: We use MOPS (Million Operations Per Sec-
ond) to measure the speed of each algorithm.

• LR (Load Rate): I
T , where T denotes the total number

of fingerprint slots in the buckets and I denotes the total
number of fingerprints that can be inserted into the Bloom
filter without overflow. We use LR to evaluate the loading
ability of our buckets in the slow memory.

• RPDS (Relative Peak Data Size): n1

n0
. Typically, the

number of elements in the Bloom filter is smaller than
a predetermined threshold n0, which does not trigger ex-
pansion. In special cases, the number of elements changes
dynamically, reaching a peak value n1. We call the ratio
of n1 to n0 as Relative Peak Data size. When using real
traces with duplicate items, we calculate the ratio of the
insertions to approximate Relative Peak Data Size.

5.2 Experiments on Accuracy

FPR during insertion. EBF vs. DBF vs. SBF vs. Standard
BF (Fig. 3): This experiment shows that the EBF can freely
adjust its accuracy (measured by FPR) to keep it accurate. In
this experiment, we first insert 214 items into each kind of
Bloom filter, whose initial sizes are the same (218 bits), and
detect the FPR of them during the process of inserting items.
As shown in the figure, the FPR of standard BF is the worst
because it cannot adjust its size. The DBF and SBF (Scalable
BF) get worse more slowly but keep increasing along with
the RPDS. Our EBF is the best among these Bloom filters
because its Bloom filter in the fast memory can expand
perfectly. The price is that we consume more slow memory
space, but we claim that it is acceptable.

Fig. 3: False positive rate comparisons for different kinds of Bloom
filters during the inserting process. The figure is a tendency of FPR as
with data size increasing.
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Fig. 4: Impact of initial memory
size.

Impact of initial memory size
on FPR. EBF vs. DBF vs. SBF
(Fig. 4): This experiment shows
that EBF is the best for all initial
memory sizes. When the data size
is small, the user wants to keep a
small Bloom filter to save mem-
ory. When the data size increases
significantly, the user wants the
data structure to supply the low-
est final FPR by the smallest ini-
tial memory size. We detect the
FPR after expansion. It is shown in the figure that the EBF
is the best for all initial memory sizes.

Fig. 5: Processing speed comparison on each operation.

Fig. 6: Overall processing speed comparison.

5.3 Experiments on Processing Speed
Processing speed comparison on each operation. EBF vs.
DBF vs. SBF (Fig. 5): This experiment shows that the query
speed of EBF is much faster than the other two and the deletion
speed of EBF is faster when the number of inserted items is large.
In this expriment, we compare the three kinds of Bloom
filters’ processing speed of different operations. The initial
size of each Bloom filter is the same (218) and the FPR
thresholds are guaranteed to be the same. The experiments
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Fig. 7: Multi-thread evaluation.

below of this section have the same settings. We vary the
relative peak data size to observe the processing speed of
each Bloom filter. As shown in Fig. 5, the insertion speed of
EBF is slower than the other two, but to improve this, we
use multi-thread to accelerate the insertion, as is discussed
in the next section. Since the query of EBF only needs to
query one Bloom filter in the fast memory, its query speed
is much faster than the other two. As for the deletion speed,
we did not compare that of SBF because it does not support
deletion operation. The deletion speed of EBF is faster when
the relative peak data size is larger than 16.
Overall processing speed comparison. EBF vs. DBF vs. SBF
(Fig. 6): This experiment shows that our EBF is the best query-
oriented data structure. Using real traces (CAIDA), we com-
pare the three kinds of Bloom filters’ overall performance,
i.e., the speed when the insertions, expansions, and queries
are mixed up. We examine the MOPS with the changing
ratio of insertion, positive query (i.e., to query the items
which has been inserted) and random query (i.e., to query
random items, most of which hasn’t been inserted). From
the figure, we can see that when the ratio is 1:2:2 (After
we insert 1 item, we will have 2 positive queries and 2
random queries.) and the relative peak data size is smaller
than 64, the MOPS of EBF is slightly lower than the other
two. However, in most cases, with the proportion of query
increasing, the processing speed of EBF becomes better than
the other two.
Overall processing speed comparison using multi-thread
technique. EBF vs. Par-BF (Fig. 7): This experiment shows
that the multi-thread technique is helpful to accelerate the pro-
cessing speed. In this experiment, the multi-thread technique
has been used to accelerate the processing speed of EBF.
Fig. 7 shows the overall performance with the multi-thread
technique. We compare the throughput of EBF and Par-BF
using 4 threads and 16 threads. As is shown in the figure,
the MOPS of EBF is higher than that of Par-BF.

5.4 Design Choice of Slow Memory Usage
Slow memory consumption. EBF vs. CBF (Fig. 8a): A
question is why we do not use a large CBF instead of
buckets/fingerprints in the slow memory, aiming to help
the BF expand. This experiment (Fig. 8a) shows that EBF uses
less memory mostly, but CBF make a better use of memory when
its size is nearly the maximum size. In this experiment, the BF
in the fast memory is 212 bits. We allocate 222 counters of

slow memory for CBF so that CBF can help the BF expand
its size to 222. We use CAIDA as the dataset. As shown in
Fig. 8a, the memory used by EBF varies with the increasing
times of expansion, while the memory used by CBF is fixed
when it is initialized.
Time cost of expanding operations. Lazy update vs. Nor-
mal expansion vs. Build EBF (Fig. 8b): This experiment
shows the time cost of 3 kinds of operations to expand the EBF.
With the load rate increasing, the number of inserted items
increases and the time cost of these operations increases
slightly. However, the time cost of lazy update keeps the
lowest and that of rebuilding EBF keeps the highest. That’s
why we optimize the expansion with lazy update.
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(a) Slow memory usage.
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(b) Time cost of memory copy.
Fig. 8: Design choice of slow memory usage.
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(a) Load Rate
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(b) Load Rate

Fig. 9: Load rate comparisons for different numbers of branches in the
bucket tree. We vary the Bloom filter size and the bucket size to figure
out the relationship between these variables.

5.5 Experiments on the Load Ability in Slow Memory
Load rate vs. Bloom filter size (Fig. 9a): This experiment
shows that the load rate gets lower as the size of the Bloom filter
gets larger and that more branches can increase the load rate. In
this experiment, 8 hash functions are used to calculate the
mapped bits. CAIDA is used and 219 items are inserted into
the Bloom filter. As shown in the figure, with the number of
branches fixed and the size of the Bloom filter increasing, the
load rate gets smaller and smaller. And with the size of the
Bloom filter fixed and the number of branches increasing,
the load rate gets larger and larger, since we have more
buckets to hold the inserted elements.
Load rate vs. bucket size (Fig. 9b): This experiment shows
that enlarging the buckets helps increase the load rate. In this
experiment, we compare the load rate with different sizes
of the buckets and different numbers of branches in the
bucket tree. CAIDA is used and 219 items are inserted into
the Bloom filter. As expected, with the number of branches
fixed, the load rate increases as the size of the buckets gets
larger. And with the size of the buckets fixed, the load rate
increases as the number of branches gets larger.
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6 CONCLUSION
When Bloom filters are used for dynamic sets, deletion
and expansion should be supported. In this paper, we
propose the Elastic Bloom filter to support item deletion
and expansion at the same time without sacrificing the
query efficiency. We propose the Elastic Bloom filter which
supports item deletion and expansion at the same time. Our
key technique is Elastic Fingerprints. Elastic Fingerprints
dynamically absorb and release bits during compression
and expansion. Mathematically analysis and experimental
results show that the Elastic Bloom filter keeps the advan-
tages of the Bloom filter and is suitable to deal with dynamic
sets. The experimental results show that the Elastic Bloom
filter can outperform the state-of-the-art in terms of query
speed and false positives. We have open-sourced all related
source code at GitHub [2].
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